Autozone brake light

If you have one headlight that has burnt out and is not replaced in time, you run the risk of both
headlights being burnt out, putting you at an even greater risk of getting into an accident when
driving at night. Not to mention, it is a traffic violation to drive without headlights and this is
easily avoided by simply addressing the problem. Most times, only the bulb needs to be
replaced. This is the case as long as the headlight fixture is clean, clear, and has no cracks or
moisture within. Replacing lights before they burn out is your best bet for avoiding driving
without one or both headlights. An entire headlight, not just the bulb, may need to be replaced
in some cases. Whatever the reason is, replacement is best done as soon as possible. A
common place people turn to when it comes to anything car related is Autozone. It makes sense
since they have all of your basic auto needs. But does Autozone replace headlights? It really
depends on what exactly needs to be replaced, your car, and whether or not who is working at
that specific time is able to do so. To simplify whether or not Autozone can replace headlights,
the answer is sometimes. If only a headlight bulb needs to be replaced, then as long as
disassembly is not required, an experienced Autozone employee should be able to take care of
it for you no problem. This is because Autozone is technically a shop for auto parts, tools, and
fluids. When it comes to replacing the entire headlight fixture, or if your vehicle requires a bit
more work to replace the bulb, then Autozone will not be able to help you out in regards to
replacing the headlight itself. What they can do is offer detailed instructions for you to follow so
you can replace the part yourself. Most of the time, only the headlight bulb needs to be
replaced. The thing about Autozone is that you can definitely go to them to pick up a
replacement headlight bulb. In most modern models, the light bulb can be located and replaced
by lifting the hood and finding the lens housing. Some cars make changing the bulb very easy
by taking the back cover off or by clipping it in. Like mentioned earlier, handling the new bulb
with bare hands should be avoided. In cases where the entire headlight is either damaged or not
allowing the light to shine properly, replacement or restoration is required. Restoration is a
great option if your headlights are foggy due to sun exposure and air pollution. In this case, the
protective clear-coating needs to be replaced. The cost is much less than replacements and
could keep you from needing entire headlight replacements for a very long time. So can
Autozone replace headlights? Simply put, if they have someone who is able to replace the
headlight bulb without having to disassemble your car, then yes they can. If removal of car
parts is necessary or the entire headlight fixture needs to be replaced, then no. Autozone is
always able to help you get the parts you need and they are more than willing to offer you
detailed instructions on how to do it yourself. But if you really need some physical work done
on your car, then your best bet is to go to a mechanic. How to. Does Autozone Replace
Headlights? Contents hide. Previous post How to restore grey plastic bumpers. Next post How
to clean black cloth car seats. Related Posts. More Stories. Brake lights warn tailing drivers that
the vehicle is slowing down or will stop shortly. The third brake light also helps tailing drivers
tell the difference between a brake warning and a turn signal. When looking for a replacement
third brake light, make sure to get a street legal and genuine model that fits the vehicle. Get a
third brake light with an energy-efficient LED bulb. If possible, pick a flashing brake light while
avoiding the ones that can cause epileptic attacks. The various lights found throughout any
vehicle fulfill different roles. Headlights and fog lights improve the driver's vision and make the
car more visible at night and in other similarly dark conditions. Stop lamps are commonly called
brake lights. When the driver presses the brake pedal, the lights go active and gives a heads-up
to tailing drivers that the vehicle will stop shortly. Thanks to their warning, other motorists get
the time they need to slow down or go around the vehicle. Not only do brake lights enable silent
communication between drivers, but they also improve road safety. International laws mandate
that all vehicles must have a pair of brake lights on their rear corners. Many people also refer to
the third brake lamp as the center brake lamp, cyclops brake light, eye-level brake lamp,
high-level lamp, and safety brake lamp. The third brake light occupies the centerline spot on the
rear window or deck lid of most vehicles. On SUVs, trucks, and vans with split rear doors, it
usually takes an offset place on one of the windows. Other common mounting locations include
the spoiler and spare tire wheel carrier of private vehicles, as well as the roof edge of
commercial trucks and vans. Like the corner brake lights, the center high mount stop light also
responds to the driver stepping on the brake pedal. Most third brake lights will stay lit as long
as the driver keeps his foot on the brakes. If the center brake light blinks instead of steadily
giving off light, it either indicates the start of the braking process or warns that the driver hit the
brakes early by accident. It also helps tailing drivers figure out if the vehicle ahead of them
shows a brake warning or a red turn signal. Most vehicles use white lamps for the front turn
signals and red lamps for the rear ones. Other vehicles combine the brake lights and turn
signals. Upon taking a turn, the corner light oriented in the same direction starts flashing. Seen
from a distance or during poor visibility conditions, the red turn signal and the brake warning

resemble each other. Tailing drivers who mistake one for the other can get misled and end up
making the wrong decision, which can lead to an accident. Adding a third brake light improves
the safety of these vehicles. The distinct placement of the center brake light makes it all but
impossible to mistake for a red turn signal. And since it activates simultaneously with the
corner brake lights, a center brake light helps assure the tailing driver that the vehicle ahead will
stop. Third brake lights are simple and tough devices, but they will wear out and break down as
time passes. Replace a broken brake light as soon as possible to avoid any mishaps. Here are
some helpful tips to select the best model for your vehicle. Third brake lights come in a dazzling
array of shapes and sizes. Some models come with extra features that may prove useful. Third
brake lights with cargo lights can also illuminate cargo beds while platinum smoked lenses
reduce reflection and are tougher than conventional glass. Most modern brake lights are
direct-fit models that can plug into your vehicle with little effort. The replacement third brake
light must meet the standards set by the U. Department of Transportation DOT. Then compare
the specs with state regulations. Beware of counterfeit products. If the product seems fishy,
drop it. Try to get a third brake light that uses light-emitting diodes LEDs. These lights are
smaller, consume less energy, produce more light, and need minimal maintenance. They also
activate faster than incandescent bulbs, so an LED-equipped brake light will reach its full
brightness in less time. Look for LED lights designed expressly for the vehicle. Custom-fit
models will work better than even universal third brake lights. If possible, select a LED third
brake light with a flashing pattern. A blinking light stands out more than a steady light.
However, avoid models that flash too fast, since these can trigger epileptic attacks. Thinking of
getting a replacement third brake light for your vehicle? Head on over to CarParts. You can
enter the year, make, and model of your vehicle in the filter bar to quickly narrow down the best
choices for your car. It comes alone or as part of a replacement kit with tail lights. The price
range is exclusive to our store and you may come across higher prices in the market. Working
third brake lights also known as a center high mount stop lamp have been required by law in
North America since These are intended to give the drivers behind you ample warning that
you're slowing down-especially when their view of the lower two brake lights is obstructed. This
inexpensive component can save you from disaster, and you should replace it right away when
it burns out. Step 1 : Locate your vehicle's third brake light housing. You can probably access it
from the rear package shelf below your rear window or from the upper-rear lining around the top
of that window. Step 2 : Use your Philips screwdriver to remove the holding screws from the
brake-light housing. Put the screws aside for later use. If there are no screws on your housing,
use the flat-head screwdriver to pry the housing up, releasing the holding clips. Step 3 : Pull the
housing a short distance from its mounting surface then remove the light bulb socket by
turning it counterclockwise before pulling. Step 6 : Return the light bulb socket to the housing.
Lock it into place by turning clockwise. Step 8 : Test your new third brake light. If you don't
have anyone around to help you, you can check yourself by turning the ignition key to the "ON",
shifting to reverse, engaging the parking brake, then stepping out of your vehicle and coming
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